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Shaping of detached image states above suspended nanowires
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We demonstrateshapingof image states above suspended nanowires, such as metallic nanotubes. Homoge-
neous infinitely long nanowires support image statesradially detached from their surfaces, as a result of the
interplay between the electrostatic attraction and centrifugal repulsion of the electron, spinning above the
surface. We show that systematic introduction of inhomogeneities in the nanowire, which locally vary its
screening ability, can be used to control radial detachment andlongitudinal confinement of its image states.
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Electron image states are typically formed close to me
lic surfaces,1–3 where their lifetimes are short. In contrast, w
have shown4 that image states above suspended nanow
such as metallic nanotubes,5 can be highlyradially detached
from their surfaces. This unique feature of such tubular
age states~TIS! is a result of the interplay between the ele
trostatic attraction of the external electron to the surface
the centrifugal repulsion, due to its circular motion about
cylinder’s circumference. TIS for angular momental>6 are
10–50 nm away from the surfaces. Yet the crucial probl
of their confinementalong the nanowires remains open.

In this work, we find a way ofshapingTIS in both radial
and longitudinal directions, by building inhomogeneities
the system. In Fig. 1, we see nanostructures that can f
this task. They are the result of joining of two or more m
tallic segments, such as the~12,0! and ~6,6! C nanotubes.
This heterojunction has a conductance gap at the Fermi
ergy, due to the mismatch in the rotational symmetry of
two sections.6 Each joint thuselectrically isolatesadjacent
segments by a relatively high tunneling barrier that larg
blocks the flow of electric current. The barrier locally mod
fies the ability of the system to screen external electro
which results in shaping of the image states above its
face.

In order to derive the electrostatic potential seen by
electron hovering above such a nanostructure, we ass
that each of its segments is a perfectly conducting meta
cylinder.4,7 Because of the radial symmetry, we can use
lindrical coordinater5(z,r,f), where the electron’s poten
tial energyV(z,r) is f independent. It can be evaluate8

from the charge distribution induced on the surface. We pl
a test chargeq0 at point r outside asinglemetallic segment
and divide its surface intoN tiles, with their centers residing
on a grid of pointsr i5(zi ,a,f i), wherea is the radius of the
segment. The potential induced on the tile centered atr i is
given as

V0~r i !5
k0q0

ur i2r u
1(

j Þ i

k0qj

ur i2r j u
, ~1!

wherek051/(4pe0) and eachqj is the induced charge o
the j th tile. Use of the charge conservation condition for t
segment,( i 51

N qi50, together with Eq.~1!, and the fact that
V0 is constantover its entire surface, yields a set ofN11
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linear algebraic equations for theN tile chargesqi and the
surface potentialV0. Then the potential energy of the exte
nal electron at the pointr is

V~r !5
q0

2 (
i 51

N
k0qi

ur2r i u
, ~2!

where 1/2 eliminates double counting of the energy.
This approach can be easily extended to the case of in

mogeneous structures made up of several~isolated! seg-
ments. Then we solve the above equations for each segm
while summing over contributions fromall the induced
charges in the whole system, so as to include the segm
segment Coulombic interactions. The results of such ca
lations are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

In Fig. 2, we display the induced surface-charge den
for a nanotube of the lengthL5200 nm, made up of four
equally long segments. For simplicity, the radius of the s
ments is chosen to be the same,a50.68 nm, as in the
~10,10! metallic nanotube, and we ignore the tube’s termin
caps. We can see the accumulation of a positive scree

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Scheme of confined ring-shaped imag
states, formed above joints of electrically isolated metallic s
ments, such as~12,0! and~6,6! metallic C nanotubes~see the inset!.
The states coalesce into electron image-state bands above pe
arrays of metallic segments.
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charge below the external electron position, extending o
a tube’s region comparable in size to the electron sep
tion r530 (10) nm. The induced charge density is the gre
est when the electron is positioned above the junctions,z
550, 100, or 150 nm. There the flow of the screeni
charge is theleast blockedby the junctions. As the electro
position is moved aside, dipolar double layers are forme
these junctions of the charge that is prevented to screen.
in turn makes the strongest electron attraction at the ju
tions.

In Fig. 3~a!, we present the attractive potential ener
V(z,r510 nm) for an electron above a nanotube of the to
length L5400 nm, made up of two, four, and eight se
ments. We can see that the average attraction beco
weakeras we increase the number of segments, since
screening of the external electron is reduced. We note h
ever that as the number of segments is multiplied by 2,
potential at the new junctions thus created remains pra
cally the same, since no screening charge is needed to
here. The localized quantum wells formed in the poten
have the widthDz'r.

Figures 3~b,c! display theeffectivepotentialVl(z,r), in-
cluding the centrifugal repulsion@see Eq.~4!#. It is calculated
as a function ofr at z5200 nm for l 52 –6 and structures
with N52 and N58 segments. ForN52 and l 55, the
attraction gives rise to bound states, detached from the tu
surface. In theN58 case, binding is significantly reduce
so the effective potential no longer supports any detac
bound states. Therefore, the existence and, in partic

FIG. 2. ~Color online! The induced charge density plotted as
function of s, the tube’s long axis direction, andz, the position of
the external electron along that axis. The system is made up of
50 nm long tubular segments. The external electron is ar
530 nm ~main plot! andr510 nm ~inset!.
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shaping of detached image states above nanowires cou
controlled, by inserting inhomogeneities of adifferent den-
sity in the system.

We now examine these states in more detail. From
attractive potential energyV(z,r), we can evaluate the wav
functions C(z,r,f)5c l ,n(z,r) F l(f) of the image states
where F l(f)5eil f/A2p, with an integer l. The radial-
longitudinal part can be written in the formc l ,n(z,r)
5x l ,n(z,r)/Ar, wherex l ,n(z,r) is a solution of the Schro¨-
dinger equation

F2\2

2me
S ]2

]r2
1

]2

]z2D 1Vl~z,r!2El ,nGx l ,n~z,r!50. ~3!

The effective potentialVl(z,r) combines the attractive elec
trostatic potential of Eq.~2! and the repulsive centrifuga
potential

Vl~z,r!5V~z,r!1
\2~ l 22 1

4 !

2mer
2

, ~4!

whereme is the electron mass andl is the angular momen
tum. We solve Eq.~3!, using a multidimensional discret
variable representation~DVR! algorithm,9 that is also used in
all the other studied cases.

In Fig. 4 ~lower panel!, we present eigenenergiesEl ,n for
states withl 55 –7, formed above a single segment of t
length L5400 nm@corresponding to the dashed-line pote

ur

FIG. 3. ~a! The induced potential energyV(z,r510 nm) for
~dashed line! a single segment ofL5400 nm; ~solid line! two 200
nm segments;~dashed-dotted line! the last with no interaction of the
segments;~dotted line! four 100 nm segments; and~circles! eight 50
nm segments.~b! The effective potentialVl(z5200 nm,r) ~includ-
ing the centrifugal repulsion! for angular momental 52 –6 and sys-
tem with two segments.~c! The same as in~b! for eight segments.
We see that detached local minima exist in~b! but not in ~c!.
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tial of Fig. 3~a!#. The l 55 eigenstates can be grouped in
several clumps, characterized by an increasing numbe
radial (r) nodes. The first clump corresponds ton&40,
where then&10 states are localized at the segment en
and the second clump is at 40&n&75. As the energy is
increased in each clump, the wave functions progre
ively spread toward the center regions of each segm
while acquiring additional longitudinal nodes. In the ins
we show thatEl ,n<405Cn2 for the first clump of states
where C52.3331023 meV. This behavior is in excellen
agreement with the level structure of a particle in a box
size L, for which En5Cn2, with C5\2p2/2meL

252.35
31023. Eigenstates with a higher number of radial nod
follow the same behavior, but this trend is masked by
intrusion of states possessing a lower number of ra
nodes. Two wave functions possessingn50 andn51 radial
node are depicted in the left and right upper panels, res
tively.

These observations can be easily explained by the
that the image-state electron moves much faster in the ra
than in the longitudinal direction. We can thus apply t
adiabatic approximation, where one solves10 the Schro¨dinger
equation~3! by factorizingx l ,n(z,r) as

x l ,n~z,r!5wn
l ~z,r! Gn,m

l ~z!. ~5!

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Upper panel: Two typical eigenstate
with l 55, of the single tube withL5400 nm. ~a! n516, corre-
sponding to (n,m)5(0,15) in the adiabatic approximation.~b! n
548, i.e., (n,m)5(1,7). Lower panel: Comparison between t
exact ~dashed! and adiabatic~dotted! eigenenergies. The two se
essentially coincide. Inset: The parabolic dependence onn of the
lower-energy eigenvalues forl 55 and 6; thel 56 values are shifted
by 22 meV.
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Here, wn
l (z,r) are solutions of the one-dimensionalradial

equation inr, with z as a parameter,

S 2\2

2me

]2

]r2
1Vl~z,r!D wn

l ~z,r!5en
l ~z!wn

l ~z,r!. ~6!

The adiabatic eigenvaluesen
l (z), obtained from Eq.~6!, are

then used as the potentials for thelongitudinal eigenvalue
equation forGn,m

l (z),

S 2\2

2me

]2

]z2
1en

l ~z!D Gn,m
l ~z!5En,m

l Gn,m
l ~z!. ~7!

This approximation greatly reduces the calculation effort,
cause instead of solving the two-dimensional Schro¨dinger
equation @Eq. ~3!#, it involves solving just two one-
dimensional problems. We can thus assign everyn level two
adiabatic quantum numbersn and m, which measure the
number of radial and longitudinal nodes, respectively.
demonstrated in Fig. 4~lower panel!, the adiabatic eigenen
ergies obtained from Eqs.~5!–~7! deviate by less than 1%
from the exact eigenvalues for the presented angular
mental.

Let us now proceed to the case, shown in Fig. 1, of in
nitely long, periodic linear arrays of isolated metallic se
ments. The attractive potential for this system isV(z
1R,r)5V(z,r), whereR5 jL , with j being an integer and
L signifying the lattice constant. Thus the wave functions
the system are the Bloch states

xn,k
l ~z,r!5eikzf n,k

l ~z,r!5eikzf n,k
l ~z1R,r!, ~8!

with band indexn, quasimomentum\k, and angular mo-
mentum\ l . The functionsf n,k

l fulfill the equation

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Probability density for states in the
12th band, presented for~top! kL50, ~middle! kL52.3, ~bottom!
kL5p. The change in localization and symmetry of the wave fun
tions is caused by hybridization of different types of states.
5-3
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H 2\2

2me
F ]2

]r2
1S d

dz
1 ik D 2G1Vl~z,r!J f n,k

l ~z,r!

5en,k
l f n,k

l ~z,r!, ~9!

which can be solved numerically, using the DVR algorithm9

We have also confirmed here the excellent validity of
adiabatic approximation, given by equations analogous
Eqs.~5!–~7!.

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Band structure of image states withl
55 above an array ofL5200 nm nanotube segments. Display
are then57 –25 bands, with the flat 12th band marked in both
reduced~vertical dashed lines! and extended zones.
nd
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In Fig. 5 we display the probability densities for threel
55 states of a periodic system of metallic segments, with
lattice constant L5200 nm. They belong to k
50, 2.3/L,p/L in the 12th band~see Fig. 6!. We can clearly
see that the excitation changes from being radial to be
longitudinal, due tohybridizationof states of different local-
izations and symmetries. Therefore, features found in fin
systems are naturally incorporated into image states ab
periodically modulated nanowires.

In Fig. 6, we present band energiesen,k
l 55 . The lowest

bands are almost flat, since they correspond to states hi
localized above junctions between neighboring segme
Many of the higher bands can be smoothly connected in
extended zone into one nearly parabolic band. States bel
ing to these bands have an increasing number of longitud
nodes, but they possess no radial nodes. These steeply
ing bands are hybridized with some flat bands~e.g., the 12th
band! of states with additional radial nodes and fewer lon
tudinal nodes.

These effects should be observable also indisordered
nanowires, with a reduced screening ability. In particular,
averageattractive potential and image-state wave functio
above a periodic system withL long segments could be sim
lar to those above a disordered nanowire with thelocaliza-
tion length L. This fact might serve as a measure
conduction-electron localization. We can even devise age-
netic algorithm, which for a chosen profile of the attractiv
potential would find an optimal profile of inhomogeneities
disorder in the system.

Note thatdetachedTIS can be also prepared above thick
circularly symmetric metallic nanostructures. We can fi
that, for a tube of radiusa!L, the eigenenergies roughl
behave likeEl ,n}1/a, while detached wave functions, typ
cally observable for angular momental}Aa, are separated
'10a from the tube. Fora540 nm detached states withl
'50 are formed 400 nm away from the surface. By shap
image states above such nanostructures, we can contro
motion of electrons and molecules, including proteins11

around them.
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